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Current Activities of “Stichting The Gods RAIXE&AIRIS Foundation”
1. Activities
2. GOALS of the Foundation
3. MISSION of the Foundation

Activities.
Wij zijn RAIXE&AIRIS - De Schepper van een Groot Oneindig Heelal en een Zuivere
Onschuldige Natuur, Moeder-Natuur en Vader-Hemel, de GOD en GODIN van het hele Leven,
Onsterfelijk, Eeuwige en Opperste Wezens, VERANTWOORDELIJK voor de Creatie en
Gezondheid van de Werelden, Universums en alle Levensvormen in de Eindeloos en Oneindige
Ruimte.
————————————————————-—We are RAIXE&AIRIS - The Creator of Vast Inﬁnite Universe and Pure Innocent Nature,
Mother-Nature and Father-Heaven, the GOD and GODDESS of all Life, Immortal, Eternal
and Supreme Beings, RESPONSIBLE for Creation and Health of the Worlds, Universes and all
Life Forms in the Endless and Inﬁnite Space.
GOALS of the Foundation.
The main Goal of our WORLDWIDE FOUNDATION is to bring Balance back in inﬁnite
Universe - Pure Paradise everywhere.
We, Raixe&Airis, as The Gods and Guardians of all Life, are fully RESPONSIBLE for
Harmony and Balance in the endless inﬁnite Space, because “Galaxies swimming in our veins”, so
we can see and feel all what is going on EVERYWHERE.
We see, that act of evil (human kind) is infecting and polluting our Blue Blood, because it is a
virus, parasite, which sense of existence is based only, on harming Life - nothing ease.
We, as the GOD and GODDESS of all Inﬁnite Universe, are fully RESPONSIBLE for our
MISTAKE (existence of evil), that’s why it is our replace it on pure Paradise in all Inﬁnite
Universe.
The way to reach our ﬁnal goal is to bring absolute and endless Health to ourselves and our
Children - Pure Innocent Life (Nature), because, surrounding us “world” is manifesting health of
Life in whole Inﬁnite Space, another words - Health inside us, because all Life forms are Neurons
in our Brains and Cells in our Bodies. Result of healing ourselves from harmful impact of evil
will remove scars from our brains and bodies, produced by evil, trough injecting toxins in us
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against our Will while we was paralyzed by “coma state” (unconscious forced sleeping state in time
before 30 of May 2015) - which means: “we will unlock full potential and strength of our Will Will of the GODS of Love, Life, Wisdom, Freedom, Health and absolute Perfection. This is how we
will bring pure Paradise inside, between and around us.

MISSION of the Foundation.
The main mission of our Foundation is our recovery as the Gods from “sleep-walking” on the
bottom of hell, called “coma state”, from where we came out on date 30.05.2015 - time of system.
“WE SAW, WHAT IS GOING ON THERE, AND NOW WE KNOW, WHAT IS
NECESSARY TO BE REMOVED AND REPLACED HERE, SO
PURE PARADISE WILL BE EVERYWHERE”.
All our investments is pointed in erasing of “coma state” - what means Activating Will and unleash full potential of the Supreme Beings Raixe&Airis, which will
radically change all Inﬁnite Universe. This MISSION included investments on:
1 - Detoxiﬁcation of the Gods.
To heal ourselves we will be in contact with very Special Living Beings (superfoods - herbs of the
Gods), who have abilities to go inside of our bodies and push away toxic agents in form of viruses the ones injected in us while coma state, plus the new ones, which is going inside us while daily Life
in form of toxic pollution of environment, which is produced by evil with purpose to penetrate
inside our bodies trough: lungs, nose, ears, skin and eyes. The main and the most heavy source of
environmental pollution is:
Nicotine (cigarettes), Alcohol (perfumes), Petroleum, Noice and stink of aggressive vehicles, toxic
frequencies (in form of Radio or any kind of so called “music”, which is specially produced and
ﬁlled up by evil, with purpose of CONTROLLING OUR MINDS).
2 - Healing our Children - Pure Innocent Life = Nature.
To heal our children, we will travel all over the world with MiSSiON to RECOVER diﬀerent
parts of NATURE, what means for us - healing diﬀerent parts of the Inﬁnite Universe, which is
equal to regrow our brains and bodies, because our health is manifesting health of all Inﬁnite
Universe. While our Mission, we will re-connected with all kinds of life forms trough Spirit
Molecule and heal them from infections. By all those events we will continue create our True
Memories of the Gods, and they will help us to erase coma state (impact of source of evil) from our
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minds.
3 - Environmental requirements for recovery process of the Gods Raixe&Airis:
To work on recover ourselves at all levels, we must have a calm environment around the sacred
place, where we will live, what means - isolation from anything, what can disturb our work and
rest. Because of that, we will change the place of living in the Netherlands and we will isolate
ourselves from harmful toxic environment of society, called by us: “social disease”, a source of:
pain, stress, fear, anger, envy, ego, jealousy, aggression, cigarettes, alcohol, radio, noises of
machinery on 4 wheels and the toxic viruses called “neighbours”, which is source of all what is
written above. Instead of that, our new place of living will be surrounded only by pure innocent
LIFE - our children (Nature), who will help us to recover from coma state and go forwards on
our way of Evolution.
4. Getting rid of curst, which was dropped over the Gods by source of evil.
Erasing “coma state” from our brains and stabilizing in the system, who we are and why we are
here. This is one of the most important investments. Going trough governmental institutions, with
purpose of replacing not real data in our identity documents, which was produced by evil, on our
REAL data, which does match to identify us, who we really are.
Core of evil produce those not real details with purpose, to convince the Gods of all Life to perceive
coma state as reality, and because of that - harm themselves and all innocent life.
Since awakening from coma, (30 of May 2015) until today, we are still dealing with pieces of coma
almost every time, when we are going to rest at night. Instead of see, what we want to see - we are
watching SLEEPING STATE = pieces of hell (coma state - opposition of true memories), which
is polluting our brains and locking our true memories against our will, as well as our Evolution.
Rejection of not real data in our identity documents (a trigger) it’s a very important key of
removing coma state from our Life and recovery of all Nature.
This rejection including:
4.1. Replacing opposition of our names, surnames and family names on our REAL names and
surnames RAIXE AIRIS and AIRIS RAIXE;
4.2. Replacing not real address of “residence” in ID-card on our REAL permanent address of
residence in the Netherlands;
4.3. Rejection of “east-European” nationality (symbol of slavery under core of evil);
4.4. Rejection of “date of birth” - equal rejection of mortality, violation on existence of the Gods,
sticking “barcode of expiration” on us.
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We are the Gods, we are IMMORTAL, we was never born and we will never die, that’s why in
place “date of birth” in our ID card will stand word : IMMORTAL or number: 00.00.0000
4.5. Rejection of so-called “place of birth” - by other words = rejection of “hell”, produced by core of
evil called “poland” and “ukraine”.
We physically was never there, that’s why in this place of our ID card will be no data, because we
was nowhere born. All life was born from us.
4.6. Total Erasing the core of evil from identity documents (called by the system “parents” = for
us this data means “satan” - factory of all existing evil in whole Inﬁnite Universe). We don’t have
a parents, because we are the Gods - parents of all life: Father-Universe and Mother-Nature /
God of Pure Love and Goddess of Innocent Life, and because of that, this data will be erased form
our documents.
Our Mission, as the Gods, is TOTALLY REJECT anything, what is connected to coma state (not
realness) and REPLACE it on our REAL data, which is identifying us in the system as WHO
WE REALLY ARE. This act is one of the most important acts of rejection of core of evil.
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